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Abstract
In his first two lectures Mr . Aron covered the characteristics
of the program development life cycle and the benefits to be gained
from the use of Improved Programming Technology .

Mr . Aron's third

lecture discussed the trend away from centralised systems to decentralised systems.
Characteristics of the Program System Development Life Cycle
Introduction
Faced with a long history of late deliveries and cost overruns,
programming proje ct managers often ask "why can ' t programming be more
predictable like engineering?" .
a degree .

The answer is that it can at least to

Early work by the System Development Corporation focus sed

attention on the important factors affecting program implementation

[1J .

These were investigated further by Pietrasanta

[2J,

Brooks

[3J

and Boehm [4J who all pointed out that an understanding of how program
systems are built is essential .

Of these factors it is interesting to note the different effects
of hardware and software trends over the past decade .

Typically, a

user 's installation bas an ever increa sing amount of software and

this is partly because hardware is beooming cqeaper, but more so
because hardware functions continue to grow by orders of magnitude .
One important question that should be asked is "Where does the software effort go?': and in relation to large projects it can be seen
that between 30 and 40 per cent of the effort is put into analysis
and design, between 15 and 25 per cent is put into coding and the
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remaining 40 to 50 per cent is taken up by checking and testing.

Now

if we compare the number of programs produced and the number of lines
of code written with the actual producers of the programs, that is the
vendors or the use rs of computer systems, it appears that 70 per cent
of all programs are fairly small and tend to be applications written
by the users,

whereas 65 per cent of all the lines of code are

produced by the vendors .

("Vendor" should be taken to include not

only computer firms but also the development of very large unique
systems such as are found in government systems . )

Thus it is clear

that the figures shown, in response to the above question , when
related to large projects , are primarily concerned with the vendors of
computer systems.

In fact a different set of results is produced in

response to the same questions, but with regard to small projects,
for here 40 to 50 per cent of the effort is put into analysis and
design, 40 per cent on implementation and only 20 per cent on testing .
There is of course a major problem with this set of figures and that
is the further figure which indicates that about two-thirds of all
people in user organisations are involved in maintaining programs .

So this would emphasise the need to increase the effort put into
design and test .

As a result managers must realise that the develop-

ment life cycle for programs looks a lot like the life cycles for
other systems but it behaves differently .
The life cycle is the dynamic process which structures the activities in a project

~5J.

It consists of the steps a project follows

from its original concept to its termination o
0
0
0

0
0

Concept formulation
Project definition
Proje ct implementation
0
Design
0
Development
0
Test
Operation , Maintenance and Upgrade
Tennination

A picture of the life cycle is often useful as an aid to planning and
estimating .

Thus Figure 1 is characteristic of moderately large

programming projects which use a normal pyramid organisation and
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bottom-up system integration and test; it shows how resources ris.e.
and fall over the life of the job.

With s uch a chart, given the

scheduled delivery date and the peak manpower required, the proj ect
manager can budget weekly resource requirements, set up a recrui ting
plan, determine when to schedul e reviews, and make variou s other
routine decisions related to resouces and time.

Since the chart

shows all the people assigned to the job the picture can be subdivided to show the portion of the people actually programming as
opposed to those providing support (Figure 2).

Note that in this

chart, only the upper portion represents sequential steps in the
life cycle.

The lower portion covers a variety of overhead support

activities which span several steps in the dynamic proce ss.

Further-

more, as the s l anting boundaries indicate,_ even the dynamic process
does not consist of clearly distinct steps.
neighbours to some extent.

Each step overlaps its

In practical terms when there are many

people on the project some finish their assignm ents sooner than
others.

Thus, some program units will be completely debugg ed before

others are coded .

As a result, some programmers will be available

to form the nucleus of a test team while the rest of the programmer s
are coding and debugging.

Characteristics of t h e Lif e Cycle
Th e curve of Figure 1 shows the buildup of people over time for
a mOderately large project.

The assumptions behind this curve are:

The organisation is a pyramid hierarchy with two levels of
management.
Peak manning is 36 people during the test stage.
A single deliverable program packag e is to be released,
Impl ementation is schedul ed to take 18 months following a six
month project definition.
People are available as needed and can be reassigned at will.
The implementation schedule is allocated,
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10%
25%
10%
10%
10%
17!%
17!%

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

System Design
Package Design
Unit Design
Unit Code
Unit Debug
Package Test
System Test

Maintenance will be provided for 18 months.
There are a l ot of variables in this l ist of assumptions: schedul e,
recruiting flexibility, organisation, etc .

What is shown, then, is a

typical, manageable plan for a 36 person project spread over 18 months.
A change in any of the assumptions will change both the shape and the
area (=cost) of the curve .

In the absence of any better p l an , managers

can use the typical curve as a guideline and t h en work out the detailed
variations as the project is defined.

The guideline is also useful to

the pricing and budget departments since it helps them layout the
requirements for funds early .

In fact, many multi-project organisations

prepare , standard planning aids, based on curves such as Figure 1, showing t he resources by month as a percent of the peak.

Then they can

budget j obs in the same class by multiplying the peak manning on the
planned job by the monthly ratios.

(In the next section, some planning

data of this type is given to i llu strate the point.

Note, how ever,

that the data is an idealised representation of the author's experience.
I t shou ld not b e u sed without careful correlation with your experi ence. )
Staff Buildup
The rate at which people join the project is based on two factors:
1.

The work to be done.

2.

The abi lity to absorb more peopl e .

The concept of span of contro l suggests t hat the size of a group working together on one task shou ld be less than seven people.

Concept

formulation, project definition, system design, and the design of each
package are covered by this guideline .

Unit design, coding, and

debugging are, by definition, tasks for individual programmers and
take four to six weeks per unit.

Support personnel, particularly

those in centralised service departments, are usually figured as a
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ratio of the line development people or, wherever possible , in terms
of support hours per thousand lines of code.
Concept formulation requires typically 0-7 people .

No people are

assigned to concept formulation in those cases where the proje ct is a
logic al follow-on to an ex i sting activity .

The decisions in this case

a r e made by the existing managers as a normal part of t h eir job .

The

upper limit of seven reflects the fact that, even for very large systems,
the system concept should be within the grasp of one person .

Put more

than seven together and it becomes almost impossible for th em to arrive
at a single concept they all understand .

An optimum concept formulation

team for a large project has 3-5 people .

Th e stage will last up to a

year or two during which only a short time is needed to frame the concept.
The rest of the time is taken up with defining a mission , surveying
organi sation attitudes , considering whether a system is needed , and
lining up management support .

Thus, even when temporary consultants

a r e used, con cept formulation can be i nexpensive .

Excluding massive

weapons systems so big as to require l egislative approval, it is
reasonable to formulate a system concept in 6-8 manmonths spread over
various periods of time .
The number of people required during project definition depends
on the circumstances .
formulation .

Project definition is more costly than concept

The architectural analysis, the tradeoff studi es, the

documentation , the planning all take a substantial amount of detailed ,
specialised work .

Model construction ca ll s fo r so me experts who know

the applicat ion ve ry well, others who know maths, others who are good
at u sing a computer l anguage for modelling.
ual is avai l ab le with al l these skil l s .

Occ as ionally , one individ-

More often, a team of special-

ists must be formed for the intensive effort of producing a baseline
and a p l an .

The nuclear team is again sma ll , 3-5 people, but it may

have the s upport of many more people to do specific tasks .
system definition can span many months.

A large

Typically, 3-12 months are

required not co unting the time reserved for proposal review and
contract se l ection or for the system design requirements review .

If

these periods are inc luded, project definition can span 6-24 months
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for the typical large information system (25% less if no RFT were
issued) .

Manning peaks about two thirds of the way through the

project definition stage .

The number of people at the peak depends

on the complexity of the job .

(For example a 12-month definition

stage may start with a s mall team that identifies a sequence of
analyses and models it wants .
acquired .

Perhaps some survey data mus t be

The small team generates work for, say , four other teams

and requires perhaps one person in support of each four professionals .
I t may average 4 people the first three months (proposal evaluation) ,
16 the next 9 months hitting a peak of 25 in the ninth month and tapering off to 7 in the twelfth month .

This type of project definition

supports a large project for which some 150 people will be needed at
the peak of the implementation stage . }
The peak manpower during project definition is about one-sixth
the peak manpower expected during development if this is primarily a
programming job .
project .

These numbers are commonly not valid for every

They are merely illustrative of the way in which the project

is staffed .

It builds up rapidly to bring together a team of special-

ists, primarily analysts .

After completing its primary 9utput s - the

baseline and the plan - the staff can shrink .
return to their home department .

The specialist s can

Only the management and key tech-

n ical people are needed to form a nucleus around which the design team
will form .

(In s ome cases, where it is easier to absorb the cost of

standby personne l than to obtain new people, the full peak staff is
retained .

Since not all are needed, for the start of the next stage,

t h ey can devote their time to training and setting up a suitable set
of development controls . )
Entering the implementation stage there need be only a few people
on board .

A rapid buildup s tarts immediately meaning that someone must

be concerned with recruiting, training , and making tas k as s ignments
while the key de s igners structure the system .

To do this , some admin-

i strative support must be provided from the very beginning of the
project .

The rate of buildup shown in Figure 2 (the implementation

portion of Figure 1) assumes that people are readily available .
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This

'.

assumption is only valid in large programming organisations where the
total number of programmers far exceeds the number needed by any single
project .

(Or where a contractor has been hired to supply the people.)

Otherwise, the rate of buildup is limited to what is achievable .
Clearly, the staffing plan should be approved before the implementation
stage begins.

In fact, if the staff buildup can not be assured, the

capability of the organisation to handle the project is questionable.
For the particular case of Figure 2, the month by month manning
is given in Table 1 .
manager.

It is typical of jobs run by a second-level

That is, if the job is suitable for a second-level organ-

isation, the life cycle shown is typical .
provide support to the other half .

Roughly half the people

During system design there are an

average of seven people: four designers and three management and
support people (Figure 3a).

The four designers specify three packages,

one per first-level department .

A fourth first-level department

provides support including project control and test development
(Figure 3b) .

The first-level managers are counted as line developers;

all higher-level managers and their staff are included with support
totals.

Since the organisation continues to grow as it progresses

there will be people on board in each stage who are in training for
their assignment in the next stage.

Thus , midway in the package

design stage while two or three people in each first-level department are designing a package, several unit programmers have joined
the departments in a non-productive role .

To prevent these individ-

uals from distracting the designers, some managers create one
additional first-level department which is the staging point for new
arrivals.

Here indoctrination and training plus various support

activities occupy the recruits.

When program units have been speci-

fied, these people implement them, calling on the support of project
resources and central services as well (Figure 3c).

In the example,

some 15 unit programmers devote 5 . 4 months to implementation.

This

suggests that the package designers exploded the three packages into
various lower levels until they had specified 81 units (at one
programmer-month per unit).
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The shape of the life cycle curve for the typical second-level
project fits the workload and requires a moderate but consistent
recruiting effort .

The largest monthly shifts in population occur

at the end of system test.

New assignments must be available for the

people coming off the job since they must leave to avoid a budget
overrun.

Smaller projects run by a first-level manager have a different
shape as in Figure 4, a six person implementation over a 12-month
period.

In many cases this curve would be flat, reflecting the fact

that a first-level team is often assigned as a team.

When this

happens, there will be extra people at each eridcif 1Te -cycl.e.
small group this presents no serious problem .
preferable to breaking up an existing team .
to a peak much faster than smaller jobs .

In a

It is certainly
Large projects sweep

System design starts with

a few people as before, but many more packages are defined.

Each

package spawns relatively more units than would be the case in a smaller
project so relatively more people are needed in a large job than at
the comparable point in a smaller one .

A three-year project with a

peak manning of 250 people is sketched in Figure 5 with its monthly
staff level given in Table 2 .

A larger portion of the schedule has

been allowed for test in this example .

As a result, there are almost

four months for system design, nine months for package design, and
only eight months for writing the programs .

This leaves eight months

for package test and system test, aclmowledging the greater complexity
of a system this size .

Another feature of the example is that the

recruiting load is immense at first and keeping up the pace for many
months .

For a project this large, 30-40 people would have been

involved in project definition .

Of these some 5 designers and 10

support people are carried over to the development stage.

(All 40

project definers can be carried over in a training status at an
additional cost of 50 manmonths .
manmonth project.)

This is a small factor in the 5790

A fast buildup is needed to obtain the package

designers (and lots of project planning and control people).
=

Once

they are assigned there is a slight slowdown until the designers
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have produced enough unit specifications to justify completing the
complement of unit programmers .

Thus, the project grows 67% in the

first two weeks and only 30% in the fourth two weeks .

Between the

14th and 16th weeks another 30% addition brings 45 people to the
project .

The rate of growth here is moderate but adding 45 peopl e to

any project is a major effort .

In this particular aspect of project

management, the need for a strong and experienced support organisation
is obvious .

One more life cycle chart is interesting .

In Figure 6 and Table

3, the moderately large project of Figure 1 is replanned using topdown implementation which, by spreading integration and test throughout the project , allows fewer people to do the same scope of work .

It

avoids the accumulation of complexity that is typical of bottom-up
implementations .

Problems are resolved when they occur; therefore,

separate integration and test teams are not needed .

Test cases are

inherent in the design so another support activity shrinks .

Even

documentation is simplified because it can easily be done in parallel
with programming instead of being pasted together from unit descriptions during the test stage .

Although experience with this technique

is limited, results indicate a large advantage over traditional
bottom-up methods .

The total implementation workload i n Table 1 is

467 . 5 manmonths for a peak manning of 36 .
headcount each month . )

(The sum of t he average

The equivalent cost of Table 3 is 270 . 5

manmonths with a peak manning of 19 .

The saving for the example is

just over 40% of the traditional method .

These topics will be returned

to when Improved Programming Technology is discu ssed .
Schedule Flexibility
The examples showing a small project taking 12 months, a
moderately large one taking 18 months , and a large one taking 36
months have been offered without explanation .
ation, really .
r easonable .

There is no explan-

The schedules were selected becau se they seemed

Why is that?

Each manager has an intuitive idea of how

long it takes to do certain things as well as how many things can be
handled at once .

Applying these unstated ideas, the manager arrives
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at a smoothed-out life cyc le which fits neatly into the p l anning
structure surrounding t h e project .

For exampl e, the author asked

between 500 and 1000 IBM programm ing managers attending proj ect
management courses, "How long was the sch edule for t h e last project
yo u we re on?"

The a nswers tended to fo llow t he pattern of Figure 7 .

The most noticeab l e feature of this chart is that mo st projects are
scheduled in semi - annual unit s .

In other words, managers tend to

round off their pl an s to fit acco unting periods .

It is quite unu sua l

for a proposal to offer a 13-month schedu l e; yet, 12-month sch edul es
are very common .
rout i n e .
s chedul es.

In phased implementations 6 and 12-month phases are

Similarly, l ong job s do not start out with 25 . 5 month
They are schedul ed to take 24-months or, if there are

many exposures, 30-month s .

The U.S . Government , which is a major

buyer of large program systems, and many large corportations plan a ll
their budgets on a 12-month fiscal year.

Th ey th en permit major budget

adjustments at mid-year a nd mino r changes quarterly .

Th e accounting

system that goes with f iscal year planning makes it easier to control
major pro j ects on an annua l basis than on a ny other time span .

For

in stance, all the planning form s and reports are set up for annualised
entri es.

As a result, it is a convenience of some significance for a

p roje ct manager to fit the project schedule into the fiscal pattern .
As the project moves ahead, realistic changes to t h e sch edul e are
made which are free to depart fro m the pattern.

The net of this is

that most managers have learned to se l ect t he opt imum period of performanc e for a project from a lim ited set of desireable sch edul es.
Feasible Schedules .

Th e compromise between administrative

objectives and technical project r equirements i s effective be cause ,
as Pi etrasanta [2J shows, there i s a range of possible sch edul es for
any job .

Wi thin a narrow portion of the range, as indicated in

Figur e 8 , there are seve r a l minimum cost choices for project length .
Beyo nd that range, there are many more options which cost somewhat
more because they introduce inefficiencies .

Normally , a manager forms

an initial idea of what t h e project sch edu l e sho uld be by l ayi ng out
a n activity p l an .

This estab li s he s a feasible sch edul e .
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Th e manager

.,

then adjusts it to fit a convenient accounting period .

If , in doing

this, the schedule is over-extend ed there is a strong like lihood that
there will be less work to do than there are people to do it in some
part of the schedule.

Thus, the incremental cost of a longer than

optimum schedule is due to underutilisation of resources .

The

evidence of this is the gradual lo ss of focus and enthusiasm that
accompanies boredom .

Programmers can be found reading the newspaper .

Tasks that can be done in ten days are delivered after fifteen days .
Approval cycles stretch out until the change revi ew procedure begins
to look like a bureaucracy instead of an action organisation .

In

extreme cases the stretched schedules, the development team members
lose sight of the purpose of the job and start making dumb mistakes,
doing things out of context with the system objectives .
Shorter than optimum schedules pay a much higher cost penalty due
to an increase in unproductive energy.

Since it takes more people to

do the same amount of work on a s hort schedule, there is more friction
and dis-organisation than there would be on the optimum schedule .
Work is required to overcome the natural disorder among so many people .
This amount of work is unproductive because it only organises the
group to do the job; it does not produce any system components .
the analogy to entropy in thermodynamics . )

(Note

The loss of ef ficiency due

to tightening of schedule is unknown for programming projects because
of the lack of large scale controlled experiments in the field .
it cannot be ignored .

But

Suppose, for instance, that the loss of

eff iciency were related to the complexity of management which, in
turn, is related to the number of people on the job .

If the work

required to deliver the system is Wand it represents the product of
the average manning level (MO) times the number of months in the
optimum schedule (SO), then the eff'ect of a shorter schedule, S1' can
be determined:
W=S1 • M1 (1- (c omplexi ty ''Lt SOl complexity at S1))
Using a rule that compl exity is proportional to (M) (M-1) /2
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Table 1 gave the life cycle for an 18 month optimum schedule which
produced a 467.5

mao~onth

system. What would the same job cost on

a 15 month schedule?
W = 467. 5 man-moilths
S1 = 15 months
MO = average manning on optimum schedule = 467.5/18 _.
26 people
467.5=15 M ( 1-((26) (25)/(M )(M -1 )))
1
1
2
.1
M1 - 32 M1 - 61 9 = 0
M1 = 46 people approximate l y.
In this case (which quite probably exaggerates the situation), it
costs an average of 46 people for 15 months to turn out a 467 . 5 manmonth system.
optimum.

The project costs 690 manmonths - 45% more than the

Even though the example cannot be proven correct, it

follows rational guidelines to show that it may cost considerably
more to do the same job on a much tighter schedule than the one t he
project manager believes is the optimum .
Crash Projects and Infeasible Schedules.

Very short schedules may

still be feasible but are probably uneconomical.
these "crash projects" .

Pietrasanta [2J calls

In line with the concept of complexity, Brooks

explains that crash projects are dominated by communications; that , is,
interactions .

This makes crash projects virtually unmanageable unless

they are perfectly planned and exec ut ed.

Unfortunately, most crash

proj ects are really infeasible projects run by an unqualified manager .
What le ads to these situations is the overwhel ming d esire on the part
of the. user (or a vendor trying to pl ease or imp ress a user) to have
a system delivered on a certain date.

The normal proj ect definition

procedure under the direction of a competent manager reports back
that the schedul e cannot be met .

At this stage, instead of reanalysing

the requirements, the user asserts his authority and says, "It can be
done - but not by you!"

Then he searches his organisation for some

other candidate, usually a strong daring , leader-type, who is willing
to stand up and say "I can do it!"

Of course, he can't.
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In fact,

people who enjoy challenges like this usually have left a trail of
failed projects behind them .

The better among them have bailed out

of each failure before the finger of guilt was aimed at them .

But,

even if they are marked men, all they need do is volunteer at the
right time to get another crack at the crash project .
The subsequent history of the project follows the sad pattern
shown in Figure 9.

Given the original estimate of the rejected

optimum plan, it is clear from the beginning that a crash plan must
be devised .

Therefore, a lot of people will be needed.

they can be found, they are brought on board (Al .

So assuming

There has been no

time to design any tasks for them so most of them are just drawing
pay while awaiting instructions.
under way .

Meanwhile, the design stage gets

It is a confused operation because it is overstaffed .

The confusion leads to bad design decisions reflected in awkward
designs with more modules and interactions than are really needed .
Given a normal concern for system integrity, there will be enough
review activity to catch the most blatant design errors .

However,

by the time these are fixed, half the schedule will be eaten up (Bl .
In addition, an estimate of what it will take to implement the design
will show that it is impossible to finish on time.
Significantly, on an infeasible project the evidence of late
delivery is detected at point B.

It was known before the project

started but no one wanted to believe the original estimate .
have to believe it and try to make up for lost time .
little can be salvaged from the work done up to B.
plan is required .

Now they

Unfortunately,
A ne'w project

If the system requirements are unchanged, the new

plan will probably look like the original optimum plan .

Only it will

cost more because a major part of the implementation staff will be on
hand from the start .

When the new plan is approved, the delivery date

is C and the cost will escalate to D.
In other words, do not plan jobs on a crash schedule .
Adjusting to Schedule Constraints.
illustrates bad judgement .

The example just given

There are cases where a very short schedule
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is mandatory but manageable.

In general, these cases occur in dead-

line situations where the delivery date is fixed by some external force .
In commercial systems, new laws are periodically published calling for
compliance on a certain dat e .

In the U. S . such laws constant ly affect

payroll and labour accounting systems.

The best example of deadline

sch edul ing in the sCientific/engineering fie ld has been in the spaceflight area.

Her e the relative position of the launch site (that is,

the Earth) and the target (that is, the Moon, Sun or planets) is
critical to t he success of the mission .

Certain shot s can only be

made once or twice a year when the conditions are just right to open
a narrow "window" to the target.
be delayed a year.

The sho t mu st go at t hat moment or

Since the work to be accomplished on each mission

is the sum of all the requirements of the scientific community , no
matter how far off the window is, a crash project is required to
f in ish on time .
So far, time has been traded for people (and cost).

Even t hough

the tradeoff has not been compl ete l y eff i cient, it has been possible
to adjust to various schedules by changing the manning level .

But,

if the delivery date is fixed and the manning level for that schedul e
is unmanageable, the project will fail .
Th e only variable left is function .

Someth ing else must give .

(Quality can be sacrificed;

however, it is not smart to do so .

Neither can the saving gained by

such a tradeoff be quantified; therefore, it is not treated as an
option h ere . )

If you t hink of the system development life cycle as a

spring , yo u can shorten the sc h edul e by anchoring the left end and
pushing on the r ight end .

Where you do this, the midd l e pops up;

that is, the short er schedule takes more people .

But if you don ' t

want more people you must push down on the spring at the same time
you push from the right .

What comes

oo~iilg

out the sides is

the workload represented by the area under the spring .

Headcount

and sc h edul e determine t h e achi evable workl oad; therefore , headcount
can be reduced to a manageable l evel by reducing the workload .

This

can be done by negotiation with the user as long as it is possible to
schedule '

the pro j ect requirement s .

Then, the lowe st priority funct.:.

ions are eliminated until a satisfactory project plan can be drawn [6J .
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Life Cycle Handovers
A simplified picture of the changing conditions in the sy s tem
development life cycle is shown in Figure 10 .

The chart ha s been

highl i ghted to emphasise certain h andover event s that affect everyone on the project and contribute to changing the focu s of management
attention .
Wh en the design requirements baseline is completed during the
project definition stage, a series of events take s place .
definition team is di sso lved with only a few, if
members of the team available for system design .

an~

The project

of t he technical

Further, there is a

delay while the base line is studi ed by upper managem ent , prior to
their approving the design stage .

Add to this the time required to

solicit proposals and se lect a d evelo pment organisation (when the
contract route is followed) .

By the time system design start s, no

one on the project has a fresh, personal knowledge of the design
requirements .

Their ability to pro cee d is wholly dependent on the

quality of the information in the design requirements baseline document .

The handover of this document from the project definition

stage to t he system design stage is a critical lirut in the life cycle .
Subsequent document h andovers are equally i mportant .

The conc ept

t hat documents are the only embodiment of a programming sy s t em
appli es to these life cycle ha ndovers .

Looking at the rate of s t aff

buildup in the life cycle it is obvious that each month new pe ople
arrive .

They learn what i s going on by talking to the old-time rs and

by studying the project document s .

Only the documents are pre c i s e ;

therefore, they are the primary means of passing information to the
newcomer s o

Handovers occurring at the transitions between life cyc l e stages
do not only disseminate the work of a small group to the member s of a
larger group .
the project .

They also trigger changes in the mod e of operation of
For instance, the handover of the system design specific-

ation to the package designers signa l s a shift from a one-group , tightly
knit, idea-generating activity to a multi-group, more loo s ely organised
activity .

Both stages share a common interest in that they are
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concerned with top-down design resulting in a specification .

Only the

system designers , however, have first-hand knowledge of one package and
second-hand knowledge of the overall system .
questions arise during package design groups .

As a result , many
This suggests that

tools and techniques used during the design stages should support
both group teamwork and inter-group communication .

On small projects,

a good set of project documents plus effective working relations among
the team members is sufficient .

Large projects require early formal-

isation of on-line documentation, interface management, and change
control procedures .
At the next stage, specifications are distributed to individual
programmers who are going to work by themselves .

Each unit is

supposed to be insulated from its neighbours so that extensive
intra-group communication is less important than it was during
design .

The unit designer is the unit implementer so no handovers

are needed until the unit is finished .

Because of the partitioned

nature of the project at this stage, it is feasible to introduce
tools that increase the productivity of individuals .
As the units enter test there is another handover .

This time

the recipients are not only unfamiliar with the units in detail but
some of them are not even familiar with programming .

They are test

personnel who treat the programs as objects to be combined in various
ways and run with previously prepared test cases .

The kind of tools

they need are automated libraries with good storage and retrieval
facilities, remote job entry support for good test turnaround, and
various project controls over integration sequences and test schedules.
The same tools carry over into the system test stage when the main
change is that user personnel may join the test team.
In a sense, the character of the life cycle is a closed loop .
It starts with a s ingle small group activity and ends with a single ,
larger group activity.

·,

In between, the work grows in a group of

groups, then to many individual tasks, reconsolidating to a group
of groups .

The closed pattern is not uniform, however .
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At the

.,

start the activities are descriptive, specifying things about programs.
In the middle , the activities are constructive, building the programs
themselves .

At the end, the activities are evaluative, testing the

programs as part of a system .
Th ere is considerable flexibility avai labl e in the system development life cycle.

Project managers can vary the schedule, the manning

level, the ski ll mix; in fact, they can make tradeoffs among all of
the variables under their control .

It takes a thorough understanding

of the nature and behaviour of the life cycle to make these tradeoffs
successfully .

Improved Programming Technology (1FT)
The figures and curves discussed so far have been based on
bottom-up implementations; that . is, all the units of programming are
defined and built , and subsequently integrated together to form the
complete system .

Thus, if it was necessary to test one of the small

components indicated on Figure

11

while some of the other components

were missing, then it would be necessary to write a 'driver' whose

sole purpose was to provide the test environment .
is complete, the drivers are discarded .

Once the system

This technique , typical of

very large projects has the major difficulty that it defers the
capability for assessing progress until quite late in the project .
Thus efforts aimed at improving program technology have been directed
towards trying to move the quality control to an earlier point in the
cycle .
IPT is taught by IBM for a specific set of techno l ogies, and is
aimed at people who do not have extensive experience in managing
programming projects.

The package consists of simple things presented

in a ·formal, but simple, way .

Furthermore, the aids for 1FT are

easy-to-use tools, which can be implemented without spending extra
money .

The first thing that is taught is structured programming, for
example the basic structures that shouud be used, as illustrated in
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Figure 12 .

The advantages that derive from the use of structured

programming are also indicated .
The second topic that is taught is top-down implementation .

The

intent of top-down implementation is that all of the structures and
procedures are designed at a high level, and are specified in executable form, typically in a high level language .

Thus at any point in

the schedule it is possible to know whether or not an input can be
submitted and an output drawn from what has been built .

Furthermore

there are no ' drivers' required in a top-down implementation .

Instead,

as illustrated in Figure 13, there are 'stubs' which provide the
responses to higher level programs from lower levels which have not
yet been implemented .

This enables the design to be executed at any

level, and provides the confidence that when the next level of design
is undertaken, everything above it will still be correct .

Furthermore,

top-down implementation is able to easily absorb changes, a characteristic that is essential for most projects .

Bottom-up implementations

can also absorb changes, but at a greater cost, because a change at
the bottom-level can affect anything in the entire system .
The third topic that is taught in 1FT is HIPO
input process output diagrams.

hierarchical

This is nothing more than a recommended

form of documentation which tends to force the documentation to
describe the system in the same hierarchical structure that was
recommended for the design of the system.

It is a procedure which

provides more uniformity, and hence better communications, among the
project personnel; good communications usually improve the quality of
the final product .
It has also proved necessary on large projects to provide one
centralised place for collecting the programs and the information and
documentation about the project .

Thus 1FT recommends the use of a

development support library, as well as procedures for a librarian
to keep everything together.
Another recommendation discussed in the 1FT classes is team
operations .

Essentially there are two kinds of team operation;
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firstly there is simply the small team of good personnel (for example,
six people) who work together, but the team has no other structure .
Such teams can generally outproduce a group which is 2-6 times as
large, mainly because a small team has few communications problems
and can operate in a way that is mutually supportive .

It appears from

experience that a project estimated to be of the order of 30-60,000
lines of code when finished, can be implemented by a small team.

The

second type of team operations is the specific structured team called
Chief Programmer Team, where the Chief Programmer is responsible for
every line of code that is delivered.

The Chief Programmer has at

his disposal one or more programmers who operate under his direction .
One of these programmers will be designated as a backup for the Chief,
and will also act as a quality controller on the Chief.
contains a librarian .

The team

It usually operates in a large organisation

where expert consultants are available .

The Chief Programmer Team

has proved to be an efficient means of operation, and tends to be more
productive with less skilled people than with other teams .

The diffi-

culty inherent with this structure is the need for an outstanding
talent for the Chief Programmer .

Furthermore, if the organisation

uses advancement techniques based primarily on

se~f

learning and

length of service, then the Chief Programmer Team structure .is at
variance with this .
The last point that is made in the IPT course at present is that
the techniques of structured walkthroughs and inspections should be
used.

Structured walkthroughs are procedures where a group of prog-

rammers review the work that has been completed, at designated points
in the project, for example at the completion of the design and at
the completion of the coding .

Code reading is used to examine the

programs (which of course is easier if the programs are str.u'ctured) to
investigate whether the specifications have been met and to critique
the implementation and ,to suggest improvements .
more formalised form of walkthrough .

The inspections are a

For an inspection there is a

moderator who has a series of forms to complete which requires the
adoption of certain steps to inspect the code .
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In general, the

inspections uncove r more errors than the walkthroughs and do so earlier
in the project .
An attempt has been made to determine whether the techniques

described in the IPT course provide any benefits, although such benefits
are difficult to measure .

It is known that people who have u sed

structured programming believe that it provides significant advantages in terms of their and other peopl e 's ability to understand their
programming.

The only measure of its success is that it is being adopted

by tho se who try it .
One effect that has been quantified was the result of moving up the
quality control to the front of the project .

The se results are illust-

rated in Table s 4-6 which compare the types of error analysis p erformed
at diff erent points in the project .

If all of the error analysis is

achieved by testing, at the end of the project, then clearly the
majority of errors are only found at the test stage.

However, if a

comparison is made between looking for errors through design review,
through walkthroughs and inspections in the coding and debugging
phases of the project, and through releasing the product and l etting
the customer detect the errors (post-releas e ), it can be seen that
the IPT tends to

fin~

more errors earlier in the project.

If these

figures are extended to represent the fact that the more errors that
are found in the desi gn phase the fewer errors cascade into the system
as a whole, then the benefits of IPT are emphasi sed.

Furthermore the

cost of fixing errors in the various project stages is known, and
illustrated on Table 5 where the cost at the design phase is approximately 0.3 units while at the post release phase the cost i s approximately 36 unit s.

When these figures are applied to Tabl e 4 data to

produc e Tabl e 6, it is clear that the system using IPT techniques costs
much les s than one in which only testing techniques are used .
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Discussion

Professor Turski (referring to Table 2) asked why one would
attempt to add 45 people to a project if thiEwere so difficult .

Mr . Aron replied that unfortunately some projects could not be
produced using a small team, and hence have to be planned for a
large team .

If the project was not staffed up to the planned

number then it would be likely that the project would not be
finished on schedule .

However, if the project is staffed up to

the planned level then such management problems arise.

Mr . Aron

indicated that the mean approach to this problem has not yet been
found.

Professor Reynolds thought that the termination deadline

on the project provided much of the pressure and Mr. Aron indicated
that this was generally correct .
Professor Michaelson asked whether there were any curves similar
to those of Figure 8 , but relating to the quality of the product.

Mr. Aron replied that he did not have any such curves, but thought
that the quality tended to be highest when a team followed its own
plan, that is, not a crash or extended schedule.
Professor Seegmuller asked who performed the structured walkthroughs and inspections .

Mr . Aron replied that either people from

the same project or experts from outside the project were usually
used.

Walkthroughs tend to be done by project personnel.

Inspect-

ions use specific project personnel (to represent design, development, and test functions) and an outside moderator .

The moderator

is specially trained and provided with checklists to ensure an
effective inspection .
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Centralisation , decentralisation, and shippable units
Introduction
A curr ent us er trend with potentially deep effects on the
data processing indu stry is to decentralise data processing ,
Cu stomers are splitting up integrated data bases .

They are

reducing levels of multiprogramming by switc hing to multiple small
computers from a single large computer .

They are planning to move

from single host tree- structured communication networks to distributed interconnected hosts .

And they are making decentralised

data processing decisions at many points in the organisation.
Vendors have successfully and correctly so ld their customers
the centrali sed concept for many years .

Larger cu stomer s have

restructured much of their business organisation to take advantage
of centralised data proc essing so that, for them, decentralisation
i s a major shi ft in all aspects of company operations.

Obviously,

they would not join the trend toward decentralisation unless there
were very potent reasons .
will be identified.

In this paper, some of those reasons

The trend toward decentralisation will

inevitably impact the way vendors build, ship, and support
program packages .

The nature of the impact and the manner in

which the development process will have to be modified to
adjust to decentralisation withou t interfering with continued growth
of centralised systems will also be discussed.
Centrali sati on/Dec entralisation
To start, a review of the reasons for centralis i ng and
decentralising is in order.
An enterpris e will centralise when the following conditions
apply:
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Multiple applications share data .
Th e enterprise has centrali sed control of information system
decisions and can direct its establishments to cooperate in
a corporate plan .
Integration of a ll corporate data is perceived to have added
value over independent applications or establi shment
databases (DB s ) .
Op erating workload does not exceed 70% of the throughput
capacity of the top-of-the-line computer availabl e ; that is,
some growth pot ential remains .
Resp onse time requirements are flexible and p eriodic outages
are p ermissible.
Obviousl y , if any of these conditions do not apply, the
enterprise will be forced to consider an alternative system design.
A li st of reasons why these conditions are failing in today's
environment includes:

Corporate management is reemphasising decentralisation to
reduce costs and force decisions t o be made at lower levels .
(Thi s is a cyc lic phenomenon.
reoccur in the future . )

Aggregation will probably

Minicomputers are now available with

the power to do all the work for a good size establi s hment;
therefore , procurement decision s can be meaningfully made
at low levels .
Establi shment managers will resist corporate c ont ro l when
they can get away with it .
Added value of a centralisation is evident to enterprise
management but not to establishm ent management; furthermore,
the cost of centralisation is so high it may appear to offset
the added val u e .
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Many large enterprises have outgrown the largest proces s or
and are finding that larger centralised MP system s are not
cost effective .
Within the enterprise there are applications with critical
response times which cannot afford to share resources with
other applications .
It is helpful to see why a growing customer gets into a
situation where alternatives must be investigated.

A standard

growth curve appli ed to computing shows that when someon e recognises
how much a computer family Can do, he rapidly builds up his uses
for the computer

(Figure 14), . The l aw of economy of scale leads

him to put all of his work on one machine if he can; that is,
he centralises .

Only when he reaches the limit of growth for t he

current technology does he experience diminishing returns .

In

the past, when this happened, we relieved the technology constraint
by coming out with a new, more powerful computer .

Today, leading

edge customers have exhausted the technology not only for CPUs but
a l so for communications , RAS , and sy stem control .

This has

happened at a time when the information system is critical to their
business operations o

A second curve shows that as systems grow they get more complex,
becoming more costly and harder to manage

(Figure 15) . Furthermore ,

complexity grows faster than size, roughly following the square law;
that is, a system that doubles its components get four times more
complex .
If we overlay the two curves, we can see that there is a point
at which we can no long er afford to grow (Figure 16) .
well below this point .

Most users are

For them, economy of scale dictates that

centralisation is the right road .

We should not overlook this point .

Th ere is always the danger t hat , in responding to a new trend such
as decentralisation, we go too far and stop supporting the previous
trend .

Often the previous trend is not only viable , it is at a

peak as far as being a sour ce of revenue .
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Such is the case with
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data processing in 1976; the trend is to decentralisati.on but the
revenue is in large centralised systems .

Customers that have reached

the limit must make a deci sion.
None of the above reasons would be important unles s there were
a cost effective alternative .

Small and medium machines provide

the alternative today whereas 2-5 years ago they didn't .

As a

result, the enterprise will look at a n ew system approaches.
Consider three alternatives available to an enterpri se which has
integrated its DB/DC applications but has outgrown its compute
resources.

Stop growing - an unlikely but po ssible choi ce .
Find a new technology - a choice governed by external events
such as a major improvement in circuit switching speed; therefore, a choice that may be unavailable at a given time .
Redesign the system - a choice that is always available and
presents various subalternatives which have varying degrees
of difficulty for example, a cost trade off can be made among
these choices .
Di st ribute the integrated database .
Decentralise the operati onal DB , updating the integrated
master file periodically.
Decentralise the DB along functional or geographic
lines and eliminate the need for shared data.
The first approach to a n ew system design conceives of a s ingl e
on-line shared DB which is physically dispersed.

An inquiry will be

rerouted by peer coupling until it can be satisfied.

The second

approach conceives of two versions of the data base: an on-line
version used for fast response applications (usually involving
customer service or production control) and a batch version used
for everything else .

Typically , only a subset of the master file
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is needed operationally.
morning .

The on-line files are built in the

As they are updated they will get out of step with the

master limiting the recovery problem to 8-12 hours .

The third

approach, while natural for new bottom-up installations , is
unnatural for an enterprise that has been operating a centralised
system.

Now

the enterprise has to change its management structure,

its organisational relationships , and the applications which used
the shared file .

Few enterprises will be willing to tackle this

much change to improve the dp system.

But many enterprises will

take the decentralised approach in new ventures such as on-line
banking or manufacturing control.
There are subtle but significant differences between decentralised and distributed systems that we have to understand .

In a

normal bottom-up installation, individual departments put in
stand alone systems, each primarily devoted to one use .

(Figure 17).

Later, the stand alone systems see added value in sending each
other messages, summary reports, and queries .

By making some

simple changes, they can link them·sel ves up on a point-to-point
basis, creating a decentralised system .

Note that, since the

individual parts were designed to be independent, there is no
system in the sense of a unified design with central management.
What we sell is a centralised system .

It is conceptually a

single entity which may have subsystems (like personnel/finance
or eastern region/western region)o

There is only one system

manager and one system control point.
related via the central control.

All the subsystems are

A distributed system is a

centralised system in which the SUbsystems have been pulled
apart and put in different locations .

There is still only one

system manager and one system control point.

We also sell

replicated systems which are stand alone centralised systems
such as you might find in each division of a large corporation.
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A couple of ob servations can be made about distributed and
decentr ali sed systems.

The growing customer sweep s up a ll t he

applications he can wh en he centralises to achieve economy of scal e.
As a r esult;

mo st centralised systems contain some applications

that s hould b e centralised becau se they gain value from an integrated
database plu s some applications ( such as br anch bank operations or
railyard control) which are naturally decentralised.

Cl early, the

latter can be spun off to small er machines when the central system
gets overloaded.

Mi gration is also a ff ected.

There is no way to

migrate a decentralised system to a centralised system .

(Figure 18).

The be s t y ou can do is join a ll the pi eces together and cal l it a
system.

Thi s happened in the ' 60s when everyone tried to build a

management information sys tem by integrating existing 1400 Series
applications.

It didn't work until they r eprogrammed their appli-

cations within a consistent system architecture.

Similarly, we

can't migrate from centralised to d ecent rali sed b ecau se that would
require r eorgani sation of all the corporate management and information flow paths that were organised to u se the centralised system.
We can go from centrali se d to di stri buted although there are
some technical problem s to be so lved to ensur e system integrity
and provide good perfo rmance.
Not e, howeve r, that it is possible for a distributed or
repli cated system to degenerate into stand a lone systems when the
owners of the separate computer s exercise their autonomy and
mOdify their pie ce of the system in a way that di srupt s the sys tem
concept.

This can even happ en accidentally when maint enance of the

system is decentrali sed and program changes inadvert ently violate
architecture rules.
The ideal environment has a s ingl e system concept which i s
hybrid of di st ribut ed sub systems sharing integrated data bases plus
various d e centrali sed systems that can c ommunicate with the di st ributed sys t em.
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The conclusion is that, if the trend is real, the DP industry
has to build a techno l ogy that supports distributed and decentralised
process ing and r educes our emphasis on single ho st or singl e system
program products .
It i s also n ecessary to recognise the obvious : there is no
such thing as a singl e, simpl e solution to all information systems
r equirements.

We are constrained by bu siness and technological

factors to build a lim ited number of genera l purpose systems to
apply as best we can to all users .

But, although we build general

purpose systems, our cu stomers install special purpose systems;
namely, onl y what they need in a form tailored to their envi r onm ent .
Few users have the capability to build an effective distributed
system .

The user turns to hi s vendor for help .

To respond, we

should provide more extensive persona lis ed support to bridge the
gap between our genera l purpose products and the user's specia l
purpose installation requirements .
Now what does that recommendation mean with respect to t h e
program deve lopment process?
Selectab l e Units and Program Development
One interpretation of the statement that products should be
modular is that we shou l d break our large program system into many
smaller ones .

The de si r e to re-organise program development around

se l ectab le units appears to support s uch a goal.

But consider the

distinction made between decentralised and distributed systems.

If

we merely take today's system programs and assign sub systems to
various departments we will have distributed an inherently monolithic
pro duct.

We will no t have achieved t he leve l of modularity that woul d

permit a customer to order and run any combination of sUbsystems.
achieve t h e kind of modularity that is co nsistent with decentrali sation , every module would have to be independent

(Figure 19) .

Today, it i s doubtful that programming technology is capab l e of
de signing eno ugh flexibi l ity into programs to allow unrestricted
mi x and match integration of sUbsystems .
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We have seen in our investigations of computer networking that
the decision to design for efficient centralised operations
prohibits the flexibility needed to integrate arbitrary modules.
The original version of VTAM, for instance, supported only a single
host tree.

Because of this, it was appropriate to place network

control in the host .

No provision was made for host-to-host or

application-to-application communication through VTAM because
the design objective was simply to allow terminals to send
messages to applications in the single host.

While VTAM has been

modified to permit a level of distributed control, attachment to
a network of interconnected minis (such as exists in ARPANET and
TELENET in the U.S.) violates the single control point assumption
of VTAM.

The mini tends to break the formerly solid link between

VTAM and a terminal, creating potential recovery problems.
Eventually, these problems too can be solved if there is general
agreement as to how various boxes talk to each other, what form
the messages should have, and what functions can be performed on
messages at each node of a communication network.

In other words,

an architecture is needed that describes the standard interfaces
among modules.
The concept of an architecture of standard interfaces is not
new.

It has existed for years in hardware.

It exists for computer

communications as well as in the IBM architecture, SNA.
not exist in an equivalent form for software.

It does

Consequently, we

cannot redraw the picture of modularity for decentralisation to
show a defined interface that allows all modules that meet. the
interface specification to be connected.

The practice has been to

describe to the public only an overall program system, specific
user entry and exit interfaces, and some low level program linkage
conventions.

Th e implication is that we are not ready to support

decentralised systems because our programming technology is overoptimised and cons trained to support large centralised systems.

It

is true that we do not concentrate on building independent modules;
we try to build systems to be delivered and maintained as total
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entities .

As explained earlier this approach has always been mutually

beneficial to us and our customers .

The approach, however, carries

with it a high entry price which i s not compatible with the budgets
of many bottom-up decentralised data processing planners .
The move to selectable units (SUs) has some plusses and minusses
with respect to modularity .

On the plus side, a selectable unit is

easily recognisable, manageable, and modifiable.

In this sense it

could be thought of as a module and the SU owner could

endeav~r , to

convert the SU to a bona fide module when a standard interface is
defined.

A second plus will result from pushing management respon-

sibility down to SU owners .

When the SU owners are responsible not

only for product performance and quality but also for product profitability and return on inve stment , they will take steps to protect
themselves against failure .

They will exercise their autonomy - the

cohort of responsibility - to reduce dependencies on others and to
simplify their job .

Dependencies are eliminated by doing everything

you need your s elf and by formalising your interface with others.
Simplicity is achieved by leaving out all discretionary capabilities.
But, as SU ownership turns into module ownership within a decentralised architecture, module owners will protect and enhance their
module and avoid cooperating with other module owners in joint
projects.

They will optimise their decisions to local criteria

first and global criteria second.
binding, minimise coupling" .

Glenn Myers calls it "maximise

George Washington called it "no foreign

entanglements" •
Another potential minus associated with the SUs relates to
economy of scale .

Current practice is to integrate all components

of a system prior to a total system test .

Theoretically, one system

test is sufficient and one test installation can do it.

When the

system is divided into SUs intended to be independently managed
within an architectural framework, each SU owner must determine how
to validate his product .

The principle of least risk will lead many

SU owners to do their own testing on their own hardware .

Not all will

be able Lo affoL'd their' own test facility; they can buy that service
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though.

More significant, none will be able to test an SU in all

po ssible configurations.

Today we test all components in an integrated

system and amortise the cost across all components .
could not be absorbed by each and every component .

The total cost
Furthermore, our

tests are very limited with respect to non-system configurations.
Testing all u ses of 'a n SU that we can think of would clearly increase
the total test cost .

The conclusion we must reach is that SUs must

be tested against a restricted set of requirements defined by

the SU

owner and our specs and warranties must be limited to the tested
configurations.
Many more aspects of the impact of the trend to decentralisation
on the p rogramming process can be imagined .

Without going into

detail, you can see that SU independence permits separate shipm ents
and makes it next to impossible to schedule economical tests of new
releas es representing a given engineering change l eve l.

The set of

SU s may not stabi li se long enough to say what constitutes an
engineering change level.

Thus, users will have to consider methods

of updating users programs that permit each SU to be handled separately but which do not cut too deeply into computer time .
Today u sers find it hard to l earn everything they need to know
about system programs but at least they have some coherence in the
system documentation .

SUs will have to be documented with minimal

dependencies on other SU documents because they all come out on different dates and cannot be coordinated .

For decentralised systems the SU

docum ents should have no dependencies since the module is presumably
self-sufficient.

As a result, users will have to learn all the SUs

separately with no more intellectual glue than that provided by the
system program architecture manuals .
The burden i s on our programming managers to anticipate and
solve probl ems such as these.

The move to SUs is a move in the right

dir ection because it provides a base which could support centralised,
decentralised, or mixed environmentso

is not a panacea.

The initial move to SUs, however,

The re is a lo t to l earn about architecting an
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environment in which SUs can operate as peers, subordinates, parents,

or individuals according to the needs of the user (Figure 19).

There

is a lot to learn about how to manage SU production so the global
needs of the business and the requirements of the architecture are
satisfied by decisions made by SU owners.

New measurement methods

will be needed to motivate the right balance between SU optimisation
and system optimisation.

New business planning procedures will be

needed to evaluate SU decisions against cost/benefit analyses.

New

means of distributing, documenting, and maintaining products will be
required to enable us to support SUs.
And the hardest task of all is to devise new ways of building
programs that accomplish these ambitious goals without overpricing
the products or underserving our customers.

The challenge ahead is

to build a technology that supports both distributed and decentralised
systems.
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Table 1

Staffing a Second-level Project

Event

Manning

Start system design

3

Start package design

Start unit design
Start unit code

% Schedule

0

10

Month
0

3

1
2

11

3
4
5
6

15
19
22
25

7

8

28
30

9
10

31
32

11
12

34
35

13
14
15

36
36
36

16
17
18

34
26
18

36

12

10

25

35
45

30

Start unit debug

32

55

Start package test

34

65

Start systp-m test

36

82 .5

Release system

18

lOO

Term inate project

12

200

61

Manning

7

Tal.>l" 2

S tiiffin'l

Event
Sta rt system des ign

Start package design

D.

Hig her-Leve l Project

Manning

% SchetJulc

--,- 7

----- - - -- -

0

32

120

35

Start unit code

174

42,5

220

Start pack age test

240

0
2
4

7
21
35

6

8
10
12

50
65
85
110

14

145

16
18

190
220

20

235

22
26
28

250
250
250
250

30
32
34
36

250
235
180
125

48
60
72

100
, 75
50

50
57.5
2~

Start system test

Release system

Terminate proj ec t

Manning

- ---

10

Start unit des ign

Start unit debug

Month

250

80

125

100

50

200

62

Table 3

Second-Level - Top-DCMn Implementation

Event
Start system design

Manning

-% Schedule
- . -0

3

MOl'lth

- -- -

0
1
2

8

10
11
13
1<1
16

7
8
9

18
36

10

17

18

Terminate system

10

17

17
18
18
19
19
19
19
18
18
18

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Release system

3
G

3
<1
5
6

II

~annin2.

100
200

61

Table 4

Quality Control -

% of

errors found by four quality

control approaches .

PROJECT
STAGE
QUALITY
CONTRO L
APPROACH

OLD STYLE
debug
test

OS/360 STYLE
design review
debug test

STRUCTURED
STYLE
1FT with
walkthroughs

MODEIl.N STYLE
1FT with
inspections

DESIGN

CODE

DEBUG

(% erro s foun ~ in eac

TEST

POSTRELEASE

SYSTEM
ERRORS
(relative
to OLD
STYLE)

stage

0

0

15

60

25

100

20

0

15

50

15

98

25

20

15

;15

5

58

45

25

7

20

3

55

64

Table 5

Quality COntrol - relative cost of fixing an error found
in each development cycle stage.

STAGE

RELATIVE COST

Design

0.3

Code

0 .5

Debug

2. 5

Test

21 .0

Post-Release

36 . 0

65

Table 6

Quality Control - relative cost of fixing all errors by
stage and by total project .

PROJECT
STAGE
QUALI
CONTROL
APPROACH

DESIGN

CODE

DEBUG

TEST

POSTRELEASE

(rounded
value)

o OLD <'l'YLE)

(Cost r lative

TOTAL
PROJECT

.. ':

0

0

37 . 5

1260.0

900.0

2200

OS/360 STYLE

5.88

0

36.75

1029.0

529.2

1600

STRUCTURED
STYLE

4 . 35

5.8

21 . 75

426.3

104.4

560

MODERN
STYLE

7.425

6.875

9.625

231.0

59.4

315

OLD STYLE

Cost entries are product of errors per stage times cost from tables
4 . ancl 5 . .. .
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